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Destructive beetle detected in Oklahoma
A pest that has caused the loss of tens of millions of ash trees across the nation was recently
discovered in Delaware County in northeastern Oklahoma in an EAB survey trap set by the USDA
Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service and Oklahoma Department of Agriculture, Food and
Forestry. The emerald ash borer (EAB), a non-native, wood-boring beetle, is a significant threat
to ash trees across the state.
“With a number of our neighboring states already dealing with the pest, we knew it was a
matter a time before emerald ash borer appeared in Oklahoma,” said George Geissler, director,
Oklahoma Forestry Services. “We want to make Oklahomans aware of the issue and available
options and resources for dealing with this pest.”
Currently Oklahoma Forestry Services is asking that all ash wood remain in Delaware County
because the pest lives under the bark and it can be easily spread if infested wood is moved into
other areas.
Treatment options are available, but need to be carefully weighed against removal options,
looking at financial implications, including the cost of each treatment and the tree value. The
rate of spread is impacted by many variables and is difficult to predict at this point, but it also
enters into the decision making for communities and individuals. Oklahoma Forestry Services
recommends consulting with an International Society of Arboriculture (ISA) certified arborist if
you have questions about your ash trees.
“There are decisions to be made, and we want those decisions to be science-based,” said
Geissler. “We’re offering the best resources available on our website and will keep Oklahomans
informed on the progression of emerald ash borer.”
Emerald ash borer probably arrived in the United States on solid wood packing material carried
in cargo ships or airplanes originating in its native Asia. It was discovered in southeastern
Michigan in 2002 and since that time has spread to more than 25 states and Canada. Oklahoma
Forestry Services encourages Oklahomans to be on the lookout for emerald ash borer. Here are
EAB signs to look for:


Adult EAB - Is a metallic emerald green color and about 1/2'’ long. They are difficult
to detect.



Larva - It is a cream color and distinctly segmented. It is easy to spot by peeling back
loose ash tree bark.



S-shaped galleries – After the larvae have matured and exited the tree, distinct sshaped galleries are left under the bark.



D-shaped very small exit holes are left in the tree.



Crown Decline – the top 1/3 of the tree typically dies first, then progresses down
the tree.



Multiple Trees – Infestation may include a number of declining ash in the area.



Woodpecker Holes – Woodpeckers love EAB larvae, so woodpecker holes might
indicate EAB.

Please notify Oklahoma Forestry Services at 405-522-6158 if you see signs of EAB infestation in
ash trees. For more information and resources regarding emerald ash borer, visit
www.forestry.ok.gov/eab.
###
Photo Caption: The destructive emerald ash borer beetle has been found in Delaware County in
northeastern Oklahoma.

About Oklahoma Forestry Services
Oklahoma Forestry Services, a division of the Oklahoma Department of Agriculture, Food and
Forestry, is committed to conserving, enhancing and protecting Oklahoma’s 12.5 million acres of
forests and woodlands. Since 1925 Oklahoma Forestry Services has worked with individuals and
communities throughout the state to create resilient landscapes, fire-adaptive communities and
provide wildfire response. Headquartered in Oklahoma City, the division also has regional
offices in Goldsby, Broken Bow, Wilburton and Tahlequah. For more information, visit
http://www.forestry.ok.gov.

